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On the if-Neumann Problem for 
Generalized Functions 
JORGE ARAGONA 
AND 
J. FRANKS COLOMBEAU* 
llsing rhe new theory of gencrahzed functions developed by one of the authors 
the ? equation in 6:” is studied. In particular I[ is proven that if G is any generalized 
function on C (in the above sense) then there is a generalized function S on 6: such 
that i.Y.‘if = G. Several other results arc proven valid in polydiscs of (1”. for which 
differential forms whose coeficients are generalized functions are introduced. 
( lYX5 4cadcmlc Prcrx Inc 
In order to solve nonlinear problems (general multiplication of dis- 
tributions and physical applications) one of the authors (J.F.C.) introduced 
a new theory of generalized functions more general than distributions; see 
Colombcau [ 1 43. The generalized functions F on 12 c C” solution of the 
equations C:F:‘r!f, = 0 (i= l:.... )I) are studied in Colombeau and Gale [S] 
and called the “holomorphic generalized functions.” We study the ?- 
Neumann problem in the setting of generalized functions and we obtain 
generalizations of many basic classical results, which show the richness of 
the new theory. The main proofs are more difficult than the classical ones. 
In the first part of this paper we introduce a simplification in the 
definition of the concepts of generalized functions as dcfincd in Colombeau 
*This work was done when this author was visitmg professor at the IJnivcrsity of SHo 
Paula. Brazil. in July-Septcmlxr 1982 thanks to tinancial support from FAPESP and IME- 
LISP. 
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[l -31. which makes their USC: easier. A detailed account of this simplified 
concepts is given in Sections I to 5. 
In the following sections we solve the ? problem in various circumstan- 
ces. The one dimensional cast is first solved in the whole space when the 
second member has compact support. then without the compact support 
assumption. This latter proof is much more technical than the 
corresponding classical proof. In the case of several complex variables we 
introduce “generalized differential forms, ” i.e., differential forms whose cocf- 
ficients are generalized functions (therefore they generalize the currents). 
Then WC‘ solve (in the n-dimensional case) the ; problem with compact 
support. without compact support and WC obtain a Dolbcault Grothen- 
dieck lemma. 
We use the classical notations of Htirmandcr [6] and Schwartz [7] and 
for the new generalized functions we use the notations of Colombeau 
[l-4]. We recall some of them. 
1. THE ALGEBRAS R[X] AND (f”[Q] 
R denotes an open subset of W”, and if cp E ‘/(W”). .YE IR” and c > 0 we 
recall that we set 
I 
9 ,.., (j.)=,(p 
i. - .Y 
c ) 
- E c 
for all i E IF’. If .Y = 0 we set cp, in place of cp,,,). We recall that for q = I. 2 ,... 
we set 
.c$= REV such that [q(,~))d.= I and ~s’cp(x)&=O 
i 
if i= (i ,,..., i,,)E N” with 16 (iI <q 
WC know (Colombeau [ 1, 33) or it is immediate that ‘c+ # @ Vy, 
WC denote by 1‘ the set of all subsets X of 9(R”) x Q which have the 
following property: 
VKc cQ%V~NsuchthatVq~~.& 
3~~10, llsuchthat (cp,.I0<~<~}xKcX 
(1) 
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(as usual the notation Kc c Q means that K is a compact subset of 52). If 
XE S is given we are going to associate to it a new set x’ E 3, x’ c X. In 
some intuitive sense the set X’ might be considered as some “interior” of X. 
For the definition of X’ we need a few more notations. For fixed X if 
Kc c Q we set N(K) as the minimum of the numbers N such that (1) 
holds. For fixed X, if KC c Q and if cp E .&‘V,K, WC set q(K, cp) to be the 
suprcmum of the numbers r] such that (I ) holds. Now to XE~ we 
associate the set X’ defined by: 
(where k denotes as usual the interior of K). X’ c X and if ($, x) E X 
(where II/ E 53( R”) and x E Q) then there is a neighborhood (1) of s in 52 such 
that the set (1 $,,I 0 -CC < I ) x w) is still contained in X’, which justifies the 
above intuitive conception of X’ as some “interior” of X. The following 
results are immediate: 
(a) Any arbitrary union of elements of .F is still an element of .LZ’, 
3’ # 0 and 0 # .y(‘. 
(b) The set .S is directed with respect to the relation 2; any linitc 
intersection of elements of x is still an element of 1. 
(c) If Xe.9’ then X’E.X, X’ c X, and as a consequence the subset 9’ 
of :f defined by 
.x”= {X’IXEX) 
is colinal in .9‘. 
If XE~ and/E@” then for all Kc CQ (with K#@), for all CPE.Q’~~~, 
and all E with O<c<q(K, cp) we define a functionf,(cp,:, .) on k by 
DEFINITION 1. If XE 2” (Q is fixed from the beginning) we set 
J[X] = {f~@” such that VKc CQ (with k#@), Vcp~.$,,,~, and VE with 
O<c<q(K, cp) thenj,(cp,., .)EW-(~)}. 
The following results are immediate to prove. E’[X] is a subalgebra of 
Cx. If X, YE 9, XI Y and SE B[X] then the restriction YI ,, is an element 
of a[ Y]. Therefore via these restriction maps the system (B[X], 8,,), 
where 0 yx: b[X] --* R[ Y] denotes the restriction map, is a direct system of 
algebras. 
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IhINmoN 2. We set 
R[Q] = lim fi[X] 
.uc 
We denote by 0 ,. the canonical map e’[X] + 6 [Q]. Since .T is a cofinal 
set in .X then we have 
rj[Q] = IitJ J[X]. 
YF f” 
Remark. A [Q] may be interpreted as a space of germs: iffE (4’ [X] and 
g:~ A [ Y] (for X, YE .f) then H,\ ( f) = Dv( K) means that there is some 
clement Z of .lr such that j’l, = R I ,. 
2. PARTIAL DEKIVATIVES OF ELEMENTS OF R [X] NW R[G] 
Sj c R” and XE .f’ are fixed: if i= (i, . . . . . i,,) E V” we consider the 
derivation operator 
For any j‘~ S[X] we are going to define an element LIf of k’[X’], where 
X’ E T’ is the set associated to X in Section 1. If (II/, J) is an arbitrary 
element of X’ we have $ = cp.: and J’E k with Kc c Q. q~.rd,,~, and 
0 < I: < rl( K, cp) (note that since (cp,.,),, = cp, ,il the choice of v, and E is not 
unique but it does not matter). Since ,J‘E R[X] the function ,l(cp,, ) is in 
% 1 (k) and therefore we may define 
(n~‘N$.Y)=(~lK(v,,? .))(.v) (4) 
which delines a function Qj’eC”. It is clear that O{E &[X’]. In this way 
we define a linear map II from A [IX] into 6 [X’] and clearly the usual 
(Lcibnitz) formula for the derivation of a product holds. 
Now we arc going to define partial derivatives of elements of &‘[Q]; 12 
remains fixed but now X ranges in y. It is obvious that if X, YE.~, 
f‘e&[X], g~b[ Y], if, furthermore, O,(J) = O,(g) then O.,(Qf)=O,. (Dg). 
In this way we define D@ for any element @ of &[Q]. D is a linear map 
from &[Q] into K[Q] and Leibnitz’s rule for the derivation of a product 
holds. 
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3. THE ALGEBRA Y*(Q) 
In this section we define an algebra of “generalized functions” on Q that 
we denote by F?*(Q). 
DEFINITION 3. An clement @ of J[Q] is said to be moderate if there are 
XE .F and .f~ A [X] with 8,(j‘) = @ such that the following property holds 
VK c c R and VII (derivation operator as above) 3N E N such 
that Vcp E ,u’~ 3~ E IO, I ] and c> 0 such that 
l(Q/‘Ncp,., .Y) I d cc .s (5) 
VsE K and O<r:<t~. 
Obviously we choose N and 9 in (5) such that (cp,,, X)E X’. It is 
immediate to check that if YE Y and g E A [ Y] is such that 8 JR) = @ then 
(5) still holds for g. We set 
&,,,[Q] = {@E R [Q] which are moderate i. 
Clearly ($,+,[f2] is a subalgebra of &‘[Q] and D(8,,[Q J) c &[sZ]. 
DEFINITION 4. An element Sp of &‘[Q] is said to be null if there are 
XE X and .f~ &‘[,I’] with 0,(J) = @ such that the following property holds 
VKc c Q and VD(dcrivation) 3,~~ h such that if 93 N and 
cp E ~4, 3~ E 10. I ] and (’ > 0 such that (6) 
1 (Dl‘)( cp,:. x)1 < my ,v 
Vx E K and 0 <E < q. 
Obviously we choose N and q in (6) such that (cp,, X)E X’. It is 
immediate to check that if YE Y’ and g E G[ Y] is such that H,,(g) = @ then 
(6) holds for g. We denote by . tu the set of all @p~d[sZ] which arc null. 
Clearly t, is an ideal of &,,[Q] and we have D.S, c. 11. 
DEFINITION 5. We denote by a*(Q) the quotient algebra 
An element of 3*(Q) may be written as @ +. hi2 for some 0 E gw[sZ]. If 
D is any derivation as above then D(@ + .&>) c D@ + DNcJ therefore the 
operator D is canonically defined as a linear map from !“*(Q) into %*(Q). 
Leibnitz’s rule for the derivation of a product holds since this was also true 
in fF[Q]. 
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An algebra ‘G(n) was delincd in C‘olombeau [3J as the quotient 
(I’,,( R V,II,).. 1’. With notations of this last paper the following relations arc 
obvious (the first inclusion being the map [(cp,.,) 4 @(cp,., )I -+ 
[(q,, .Y) -+ @(cp,, s) J written on representatives of the clcments of the 
inductive limits) 
A(Q,,,,, )cR[L?] 
6l,(Q ~,n,)=R,Caln~(52,,,,,)=A,,[521 
.I’(ofColombcau [3])=.(;,nA(52,,,,,)c.(;, 
%(f2) c ~4e*(Q). 
It appears that the definition of V*(Q) is some natural evolution and 
generalization of that of 9(Q) by dropping some unessential restriction in 
the definition of Y(Q). However, in order to understand the situation one 
had to study previously the properties of the elements of Y(f2); see Colom- 
beau [l-4]. The elements of 9*(Q) are much more convenient than the 
ones of Y(Q), both for the mathematical study of their theory and for their 
applications. See the book by Colombeau [4] for more details on these 
facts. In this paper we shall only be concerned with the study of the ? 
equation-that we shall do in the setting of !9*(Cn) and for this we need 
to know a bit more on the elements of F?*(Q), which is the purpose of the 
following two sections. 
Rcmurk. As a consequence V’(Q) is contained in 9*(Q) in the 
following way: if TE 9’(Q). cp E .cZq, 0 <I: < I and SER we set 
((9,. s) = (7: cp,,,) as soon as cp,,, E 9(Q). This last condition amounts to 
(cp,, .T)E X for some suitable set XE .Y’ (depending on the diameter of the 
support of 43, of c > 0 and of the distance from x to the boundary of 52). It 
is proved in Colombeau [ 1, 33 that ,f is moderate and that if j’ is in .,4’(52) 
then T- 0 in V’(Q). The distribution T is identified with the class off in 
%*(c?). 
4. SUPPORT OF ELEMENTS OF <g*(Q) 
Let U and V denote two open subsets of R” such that c’c V; then we 
have a canonical map X E .FVr, Xn [G( R”) x U] E .fti if .Y,, and .Y(: denote 
the sets J respectively associated to V and I/. We have a canonical 
morphism 
j;:: a[ V] - J[ U]. 
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Clearly we have jF,;(.,liy) c .4’;: and j,“.( 8”[ V] ) c gM [ U]. Therefore we have 
a canonical morphism 
Jt:: Y*(v) - ce*( U) 
which is clearly consistent with the derivation. If FE%*(V) then 
J;(F) E %*( I?) is naturally called the restriction of F to 17, and we denote it 
by FJ,.. If FI,. = 0 we say that F is null on U. If V, and V, are two open 
subsets of R”, if FEY*( V,) and GE %*( Vz), we say that F and G coincide 
on U/c V,nV, if FI,:=Gj,: in Y*(U). Clearly if F, GEY*(U), if 
u = U i t .A U,,, where U, are non-void open sets and if F( (,.; = G( L’, for all 
index i E A then F= G in $*(U)(i.e., Y* is a presheaf which satisfies the 
first axom of sheaves); the proof is immediate from the definitions. 
As a consequence if FE ‘3*(Q) the union of all open sets U c Q such that 
fj L, =0 is an open set in which F is null, and it is obviously the largest 
open set in which F is null. Its complement is called, as usual for dis- 
tributions. the support of F and is denoted by supp F. 
5. EXTENSION OF DOMAINS 
Let us consider the following subset of .$ 
.M’; = (‘p E <q, such that diam(supp cp) = 1). 
Since (cp,, ),:? = ~p,,~, it is immediate to check that for any tj E .$ there exist 
unique cp E .cy’, and c > 0 such that II/ = cp,. In this section Q denotes as usual 
a fixed open subset of W”. The aim of this section is to prove the following 
result, which states that any GE%*(Q) has a representative defined on 
ZJ’, x Q. Any GE 9*(Q) is defined as a class of elements of 
&?‘[a] = lim,Y,z,. J[X]; the following result states that we may replace 
(f[Q] by a[.&, x Q] (.pl, XQ is the largest useful set XEY) which will 
bring important simplifications in the exposition of the theory. However, 
we believe it is necessary to give the definitions in Sections 1 and 2 using 
the sets .% and an inductive limit in order to make clear the connection 
with the concept exposed in Colombeau [3] and the inclusion 
u(n) c s*(a). 
THEOREM 1. For every GE Y*(Q) there exists (I representative 
g E ACcpU: x 521 (i.e., g is a map from Cd, x Q IO Q: and jilt- every 1+9 E .cS, the 
.func.tion .r + g( *, x) is C” in Q). 
ProqJI WC denote by (K,,), a , an exhaustive sequence of compact sub- 
sets of 52 with K,, c i?, + , for all n, and i?, # 0. We denote by (IX,,),,* , a 
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sequence of elements of V(Q) such that 0 < x,,(.~) < I for all .v. x,, E I on 
K I and supp x,! c R,, for all II 3 2. 
Let XE .7‘ and j’~ A [ A’] be a representative of G. Hy definition and since 
K, # Qr for all r. there is A’, > 1 such that for all cp E .c/,, there is rl( I’. (p) > 0 
such that if 0 < I: < t/( V, 49) then fh,((~, . ) E % ’ (i, ). Therefore the following 
assertions (A,),. ,,? hold: 
(A,) W,>,l such that VqlE.d’,, 3r/(l,@)>O such that 
&(q,. .)E%‘(i,) ifO<I:<r~(l.cp). 
(A,) 3:V,>N, , such that try, E .d’,, 3~( v, (/,) > 0 such that 
fK,(q,, .)~%‘(k:,) ifO<I:<r/(v,cp). 
Now we are going to define from j’ the map R: LX’, x S2 + C. If 
(II/, s) E .c$ x Q we know there are unique cp E .cY”, and c > 0 such that 
$ = 47,. We arc going to consider several possible cases. 
FirsI cu.u~. cp $ .cJ’~, Then WC set R( I+/I. r) = R( cp, , ~9) = 0 for all .r E .Q. 
&ond CCLSCJ. 43 E .c/:~,. Since .Q!:~,. , 5 .cII:~, and (I, t p,l. .d:,; = 0 there is 
a maximum number 1: = m(cp) such that cp E .c-~~,,,,, and cp $ ,$yV,,,,,,, ,. We 
consider the real number r/(m(~~), V) in assertion (A,,,,,,) above. We know 
that L,,,, 8, (cp,,, ‘)E% 7 (k: ,>I, r.0, ) if O<ci <n(nr(q), q). WC have the two 
possibilities (a) and (b) below. 
Possibility (a). r:> r~(m(y,), cp). Then we set g(l//,,t.) =K(v,,,J’)=O for all 
JER. 
Possihilit~~ (b). 0 < I: < q(m( cp), cp). Then we set 
for all ~.ESZ. The mapping (J*--/‘(v,.,J-)) is % ’ in K,,,,Gql and supp. 
ci t>,, w, = Km, v , therefore K($, ) E %’ ’ (Q). Since z,,,(<,~,) = I in K,,,,,, , we have 
K((P,, ~9) =./‘(v,, .I*) for all J E K,,,,, , 
Therefore our function R defined in the above cases has domain .d, x Q. 
Furthermore for each fixed II/ EA?, the function g($, .) is in %” ((2). 
Therefore K E d[.d, x Q]. From the last remark in Possibility (b) it follows 
that R co’incides with j’in some set YE .‘I‘, Y c X. 1 
Therefore the inductive limit may be dropped in the construction of 
y*(Q), and we may replace everywhere in it &[Q] by A‘[&, xf2]. We 
define A,M[.d, x Q] and . t*[.n/, x Q] from (F[.&, x Q] by properties (5) and 
(61, respectively (see Definitions 3 and 4). and we have 
59*(n) = fF&f[d, x Q]/.4”[.d, x Q]. 
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6. THE EQUATION i?S/iE= G, GE S*(C) WITH COMPACT SUPPORT 
THEOREM 2. For el;er): GE %*(@) with compacr support there is an 
SE C’*(C) such that cS/;l= G. 
The proof will follow from the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. !f cp E a( W”) and K = supp cp then the integrul 
dejines u function u w.hich is unal~.tic in Q: - K, C’ in C and such thur 
?u/d2 = cp in @. 
It is a particular case of Theorem 1.2.2. in Hijrmander [6]. 
The following result shows that every generalized function with compact 
support admits a representative with a “good” support property. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q be cm open .&se/ of R”. Then for ecery G E !g*(Q) with 
compacl supporr K andftir ecer!’ compact set L c c 52 with Kc L there is a 
representatice g E &,[.d, x R J qf G such rhut ,for ull $ E at’, the C:’ ,function c 
g($, .) is in 59(L). 
Proof From Theorem 1 there is a representative ,fE ~?+,[.a’, x Q] of G. 
Let 3 E 9(Q) be such that 0 ,( r < 1, r E 1 in an open neighborhood V of K 
and supp Z!C i. If /I= 1 -2 then r, /j~fi(Q)c!$*(Q). Therefore in 3*(Q) 
we have 
G=l.G=(r+/I)G=rG+/?G. 
Let us prove that /j’G =0 in 9*(R); i.e., that /Ilf~..C*[.d, x Q]. For this we 
have to prove that: 
VHc cQ and VD (derivation)INE N such that if (PE.S+ with 
y 2 N 39 E 10, 1 ] and c > 0 such that ID([j’)(cp,, .u)l <c(s)“ *’ if 
XEH and O<r:<q. (P) 
We shall prove (P) by noticing that H = (H rb V) u (H n CV) and by prov- 
ing the above inequality in (H n V) and in (Hn CV). It is proved in Colom- 
beau-Gale [S] that the function (cp,., x) --*/I(x) is a representative of ,U in 
Y?(Q) therefore in 93*(Q). Since ,!I=0 in V (as an element of a(V)) then 
(flf)(cp,,, x)=0 if XE V therefore (D(/lf))(cp,, x)=0 if XE V which gives a 
fortiori the desired inequality in H n V. Now G = 0 in CK which is an open 
neighborhood of H n C V. H n C V is a compact subset of the open set CK (in 
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S2) and since (/lG)l,, = 0 in Y*(M) we have the desired inequality in 
H n CV. Therefore (P) holds. Therefore [KJ’ = 0 in <4*(Q), i.e.. G = zG in 
%*(f2) and therefore g= $(i.e.. R((P,, .r) = r(.r),f‘((~, , x)) is a representative 
of G. 1 
(Lemma I ) is in A,,,[&, x @ ] und ?g*/?Z = g. 
Proo/: The existence of K* in R[.zJ’, x C] and the equality 
(dg*!c-l~)(~++, <) = K($, i) follow from Lemma I. $ playing the role of a 
parameter. We have to prove that g* is moderate, i.e., 
VHc CC and VD~NEY~ such that if VE.$~ 39~10, I] and 
c>Osuch that lD~*(11/,r)ldc(~)--‘~ifO<r:<qand <EH. (P’) 
The above inequality without II, (i.e., D = identity), comes from formula 
(6) since K E 6’,,[,$ x C] is null for z $ L and thus verifies an inequality as 
above for all 2 E C, and since the function : + I !(z - c) is locally integrable. 
Now if D is not the identity one proves easily by a change of variables that 
and the above method of majorization holds. [ 
Proqf‘uf Thcwwm 2. Defining S as the class of g* we have Theorem 2. 
7. THF. EQUATIC)N c’S/c’f = G FOR ARBITRARY G ITG 9’*(C) 
THEOREM 3. For ewy G E S*(C) there exists un SE CC?*(@) .wch fhu[ 
z/a: = G. 
Proc$ IfjEN* we set K,= {ZE@ such that IzI <j}. Let fi,~ti([W’) be 
such that O<b, Q I, /I,- I in V,= {z such that IzI <,j+ T}, for some fixed T 
such that O<r<l. We define a sequence (x,),~, by a,=,9, and 
r,=Ili-fl, I ifj> 1. Then, since r,~9(lR’), r,GeS*(C) and has compact 
support. From Theorem 2 there exists Sic S*(C) such that as,/& = z,G. 
Let .f‘~&,[.d, x C] be a representative of G (Theorem 1); K,= r,J 
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represents zjG and therefore it follows from Lemma 3 of Section 6 that S, 
as constructed in Theorem 2 admits a representative U, E &Y.u[&, x C] given 
by 
and we know that 
Ifj> 1, x, = 0 in V, , therefore the function (z + u,($. z)) is holomorphic 
inV, , for all $ E .d, and therefore it has a power series expansion 
tx 
u,(ll/t z) = c (4,($)). (=I” t/z E v, , (7) 
!I 0 
For any II/ E &‘, and j> 1 let us choose N($,j) E N such that if 
vri. /J 
C,(rcI? z) = 2 (4:,($)). (--I” 
,I J (I 
(8) 
we have 
sup I(u, - L.,)($, z)l ,< 2 ‘. 
:cK, I 
(9) 
We shall choose more precisely N(IC/,j) later in the proof. At present let us 
define a function II: .d, x C + C by 
Considering $ as a parameter it follows from Hormander [6, Theorem 
1.4.41 that the funtion 2 + u($, z) is in C%(C) for all II/E-~, and that 
(M?Z)(ll/, :)=,1‘(z) for all z E @ and all II/ E ,d,. We would like to obtain S 
in Theorem 3 as the class of u in Y*(C) and for this it suffices to check that 
u is moderate; this will follow from a careful choice of the numbers N($,j) 
considered above. To prove that u is moderate WC have to prove that 
VKc CC and VD (derivation) 3Ne h such that 
Vcp~.cd~3q~]O, I] and c>O such that I(Du)(cp,, :)I <C(E) -" if 
-EKand O<E<~. L (11) 
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I(Du)(lc/, -)I 6 I(Du,)(lC/, =)I + c I@~~,-L’,)($* -I! 
,<,ip- I 
Since u, is moderate (Du, )($, -1) satisfies an inequality of type (1 I ). Since 
j>p + 2 it follows from (9) and Cauchy’s inequalities that the third term in 
the second member of (12) is bounded above by a convergent series 
independent of II/ when I E K,. In the second term we know from Section 6 
that each function u, is moderate therefore in order to prove (11) it suffices 
to check that each function I’, is moderate; this will come from a suitable 
choice of the numbers A’($, j) as explained now: for fixed K = K,, D and ,j 
we have to prove that 
ONE N such that Vcp E ,n/v 3~ E 10. I ] and c‘> 0 such that 
I(Dt:,)(cp,. -)I <(.(c) ” if :EK,, and O<c<r. (13) 
First we consider the case when D is the identity map (i.e., the order of D is 
zero). Since (K,,) is increasing we may assume, for fixed j, that p > j; we are 
going to show that we may choose N(I1/, j) large enough such that (9) holds 
but at the same time small enough such that (12) holds (in this first case 
with D equals to identity-- the general case of an arbitrary D will follow; 
see below the last part of the proof). Since u, is moderate (and since V, , is 
compact) there is an NE N such that V’cp E x&‘~ 3~ E 10. 1 ] and c > 0 such 
that Ju,(q,, z)] <c(c) .’ if 0 <I: <q and 1-I <,j+ T - I (i.e., :E v, _ ,). Since 
the function z + u,(cp,. z) is holomorphic in V, , then it follows from 
Cauchy’s inequalities that 
if 0 <c < q and n E N. Therefore if ; E K, , 
,v(‘+J) + 1 I+ 5 c / ‘VI%./) 
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if we set I = j- 1. This last quantity is less than 2 ’ (in order to have (9)) 
as soon as (I/(/+ r))N’rp+j)< 2 ‘(Pr/cf). 
Setting c’ = s/cl, k, =j Log 2 - Log c’ and k, = Log(f + r) - Log I this 
last inequality amounts to 
N(cp,,j) 2 
k, +Nlog(l/c) 
k, . (15) 
For E > 0 small enough we have 
1 
2N Log-> 
k, + N Log(l/s) 
1: kz 
and therefore (15) holds if we choose 
‘~r(o,:,.i)=e2NLog~n+ 1 (16) 
where we denote by Ia] the entire part of ~1, Q E W + and with this choice of 
N(cp,:, j) WC have (9). We are going to check (13) (with fI=identity). If 
ZEK,, i.e., IzI <p, and 0 CC < I], it follows from (14) and (8) that 
(f=j- 1): 
IC,((P,., =)I G c lQ’,(V,)I kl” 
,I 0 
N(V,./l ( 
cc 
(PY 
,, ,) t-” (j + r - I )” 
(obvious value of c’). If 6 = (p/(f + r))‘, then 6 > 1 and the above inequality 
may be written as 
which from (16) gives 
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where Ri” E F+, and X” 2 .Y Log ii. Therefore wc obtain ( 13) in the particular 
case when the order of 11 is xro. Now WC‘ prove ( 13) when the order of I) 
is > 0. We shall just check that (13) holds with the above choice of 
:V(q, .,j). Settingj;,(r) = z” we have from (8) 
I(Dt:,)(ICI. -)I 6 1 !Wll/)l Iw;,(=)l. (17) 
?I (1 
If z E K,, and 0 < [J < T then I< - ~1 = 0 implies ICI <p + T. From this remark 
Cauchy’s inequalities give if z E K, and D = (C’~‘~/?.Y~~ ?J,~‘)(z = .Y + ij.): 
,(Df‘ )(-)I <Ikl SUP If (:)I n- --. /’ Ikl : -‘,=,, “c 
Ik’ ! 
=7 sup 
p 1; -i ,’ 
icl”<c (p-k T)“. 
P 
Therefore from (17) and (14) we obtain 
\lV?../ 1 (‘ 
I(Dc,Hcp,:, --)I 6 C T ’ !?$+s)” ,,-(, C’ (J+?- I)“p’” 
and 
if 
Setting 
cl/q! p+r (.‘=-- 
P Ik’ p-.j+ I’ 
7‘= p+T >, 
.j+r- I 
(since p > j  ) 
and using ( 16) we have 
1 .\’ 
T”‘“,.” < T. _ 
0 E 
if N’ 3 2N Log T, whence from ( 18) we obtain 
I(Dc,)(cp,, -)I y+- 
ifzEK,andO<c<~whichproves(l3). 1 
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8. GETGERALIZED DIFFERENTIAL FORMS 
In order to study the d equation in @” with n > 2 we need to introduce 
“generalized differential forms,” i.e., differential forms whose coefficients are 
generalized functions and which therefore generalize the currents (Schwartz 
[7]). This is done as an exact generalization of the classical case but we 
prefer to recall the definitions; in particular this gives a meaning to a 
general multiplication of the currents. Q denotes an open subset of 
43” z R’“. For all v E N * we set 
H,. = {L = (I, ,..., I,)EN(” such that 1 <I, <I,< ... <I,<<} 
and 
dz’= dz,, A dz,, A . . . A dz,, if I = (i, ,..., i,) E H, 
djJ = dj,, A d+ A ... A d: 
-I? /- 
ifJ=(i, . . . . ..i.) E H, 
We set, if r, s E N *, 
B,,, = { dz’ A djJ such that I E H, and JE H, } 
If r>O and s=O WC set 
B,,, = {LIZ’ such that I E H,) 
(similar definition in case r=O and s> 0). With these notations we may 
define the generalized differential forms. 
DEFINITION 6. If (r, S)E N* with r+s>O we call “(r, s)-generalized dif- 
ferential form on Q” any element of the g*(Q)-free module over B,.,. This 
free module will be denoted by g:.,,(Q). We set !4&,,(Q)=!$*(Q). 
Therefore any element of %$, ,,(Q) has the form 
c G,,, dz’ A djJ 
IF H,,Jc H. 
with G,,,E%*(Q), and conversely any such object is by definition an 
element of 8,*,,s,(Q). 
DEFINITION 7. We define the linear operators 2,. = c7/?z, and 2,. = Z/85, 
(1 < v <n) from Y*(Q) into %*(a) by the usual formulas 
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if 2,. = (s,.. J.,) E R’. We deline the linear operators 
2: 9*(Q) - G;,JQ) 
and 
by the formulas 
and 
DEFINITION 8. We define the exterior product 
%.J)(fJ) x qLq,(Q) -+ 3; +p.., . JQ) 
(G,F)+Gr\ F 
by the following: if 
G = x G,,, dz’ A d?’ E 3:,.,JQ) 
Ic tt,.Je H. 
then we set 
F= c F,.,. dzK A dZL E Y:,~,,(fJ) 
K t Ii,,. I. c it, 
Gr\F= c G,,,. F,,,. dz’ A dZ’ A dzK A dZL 
IE H,.Jc H, 
KE H,.I.F H, 
(if r+s>n or p+q>n then G A F=O). 
Remark. If GE%*(Q) and dz’ A dFJE B,,,c 3:..,,(Q) then we have 
and 
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DEFINITION 9. We define the linear operators 
8: %..#a + q+i + I.,,(Q) 
and 
in the following way: if 
G= c G,., dz’ A djJ 
fEH,.JEH> 
then 
dG = c ZG,,, A dz’ A dZi 
/e H,,JE If, 
and 
i?G= c i?G,,, A dz’ A dTJ. 
IEH,,JEH~ 
In the same way as in the classical case we have d*G = d(a’G) = 0. If U 
and V are two open subsets of @” with UC V then we have a natural 
restriction map JL: Ce*( V) -+ Y*(U). This restriction map extends trivially 
to the case of (p, q) forms. If GE Bz.,,(sZ) we define as usual the support of 
G by means of the support of its coefficients G,.,E S*(Q). 
9. THE EQUATION L?S= G, GE Y$., ,(C”) WITH COMPACT SUPPORT 
The followings result is the n-dimensional extension of Lemma 3 of Sec- 
tion 6. In the sequel we set g(c1/, z ,,..., zn) instead of g($, (zl ,..., z,)) when 
g:E cTM[.d, x C”]. 
LEMMA 1. Let be given G E %*(C”) nirh compact support K, L a compact 
subset of C” containing K in its interior and let gc gM[&, x 6X”] be the 
representalive of G associated to L obtained in Lemma 2 of Section 6. Then 
the following formula defines a function g*: ,rQ, x 43” + @ 
(lj E .d,, z = (z,, z2 ,..., z,)) and g* has the following properties 
(a) g* E S[.$ x V], 
(b) ag*/Z, = g in &, x C”, 
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P~YN$ Cases (a) and (b) follow immediately from the proof of Lemma 
3 of Section 6, considering (z?...., z,,) as a parameter. The differentiability in 
the real variables corresponding to z??.... z,,. Case (c) and the fact that ,q* is 
modcratc follow from the formula 
since g is moderate, has compact support independent of I: > 0 and that 
I/]<1 is locally integrable in IX?” (~3 I). 1 
Kow we generalize Theorem 2 to the n-variable case: 
THEOREM 4. Let he gircv~ G E U$, , , (9:“) with compact support und such 
thar ?G = 0. Then there is SE !9’*( C”) .szwh that ?S = G. 
Proof: G = x;.. , G, d:, with G, E ?I*(@“). We consider a compact subset 
I!. of C” whose interior contains the support of each G,. From the lemma 
above, if g, is a representative of G,, we define g: E &?,[.c$ x C”] by 
which has the propertics listed there. We define SE%*(C”) as the class of 
KY and in order to obtain ?S = G it suffices to prove that 
(Definition 4) for all k = I,..., IZ if g, is a representative of G’,. We choose gA 
such that for all I/I E Cv+‘, the function z -+ gk($, z) has support in f. (see 
Lemma 2 of Section 6). Since ?G = 0 it follows that for all k, j= I, 2,..., n 
In particular for j= 1 we have 
(21) 
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Therefore from formula (c) of Lemma 1 we have 
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Now for all Ic/ E XI, the function : + g,($, z) has its support contained in I!.. 
Let D be a disk in @ of center 0 and of radius large enough so that gp($, z) 
is null if ZEZD. From the Cauchy formula for C’ functions (Hormander 
[6, Theorem 1.2. I ] ) 
Since the first integral is null (from the choice of D), (22) becomes 
Now (20) follows from (21) and (23) since v,,~ has compact support 
independent of II/ E J$ and since I/)[1 is locally integrable in IX”‘. 1 
10. THE DOI.BEA~I.T-GR~THENDI~CK LEMMA 
LEMMA 1. Let Q = Sz, x .. . x Q,, and Q’ = Q’, x ... Qk he IWO 
polydiscs oj’ C.” Mith Ihe same polwenler such that 0’ is compacr und 
Lcr k E N he such thut 0 d k 6 n. Then for each g E 9*(Q) such that 
(?g 
-0 i)s- in R if‘j>k I 
(this condition is void if‘k = n) there exists G E 9*(Q) such that 
dG 
in Cl’ ond 
dG 
-R 
(!,-,- 
-0 dz- in Q $j > k. / 
(24) 
(25) 
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Proof: Let r E c/(SL,) c U( IR’) be such that 
06rdl and r-1 in 0;. 
Let 2 E &,[.nl, x Q] be a representative of K. For each $ E .d, and 
2 = (z, ,.... ;,?) E Q we define: 
I 
-1 
r(zk - () g($, ZI )..., Zk ,) Z/( - (I, Zk + , )..., z,) 
2ni ~2 i 
dc A d[. 
(26) 
As usual (26) shows that G E R[& x R ]. As already done several times on 
similar expressions (the presence of the function r does not cause any 
trouble using Leibnitz’s formula for derivation of a product) one proves 
that GE &M[.&, x I?]. From (26) and the Lemma I of Section 6 we have 
X(<)R($, ZI ,..., Zk 1, <, ik...., Z,) 
if iE[W’, $E.s$ and 2, E Q, if j # k. Since r E 1 in 52; it follows that 
g (I(/, z) = a+, z) 
if ZEQ and $ E.M’,. Since @/&,E..+‘[&, x O] ifj> k (from (24)) it follows 
as usual from (26) that 
ifj > k. Defining G E g*(Q) as the class of G, (25) follows immediately from 
(27) and (28). 1 
THEOREM 5. Let Q = Q, x ... x Q, be un open polydisc in C” and 
fEY* tp,ql ,,(Q)(p, y>- 0) such that if = 0. Let W be an open subset qf 52 
w.hose closure @ is contained and compact in Sz. Then rhere exists 
u~3$,,,(8) such [haI &=f in W. 
Proof. As in the classical case (Hormander [6, Theorem 2.3.31) this is 
proved by induction on a number k E N such that f is independent on 
d5 k + r ,..., dj,. It suffices to follow the classical proof and use the above lem- 
ma. 1 
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